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Please find below two chapters from my book manuscript, The People’s Money, The 

People’s Power, which is a history of taxation and democracy in America from the Stamp 

Act to today. Here’s a quick summary of the book as a whole: 

The People's Money, the People's Power demonstrates that the long fight over 

who benefits from American democracy has consistently been fought on fiscal 

grounds. This is not because, as people sometimes mistakenly assume, there is 

some deeply engrained resistance to taxation in the American’s DNA. No, it is 

because taxes empower the public, and so fights over taxation are often fights 

about who counts as the public. The great American tax wars have been proxy 

wars for the much deeper conflict over who is included in “We the People.” 

I’ve included both the Reconstruction and Redemption chapters, and a table of contents 

for context. I am looking forward to your feedback, thank you! 

Vanessa 
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Radical Reconstruction and the Promise of Taxation 

“If there is any virtue in taxation,  

we will tax until we tax them out of their lands.”1 

 

On a hot June day in 1871, hundreds2 of people gathered before the county 

courthouse in Brenham, Texas.3 They were there to listen to Matthew Gaines, a militant 

black radical and recently elected State Senator. Some thirty years earlier, Gaines had 

been born into slavery. As a child, he had secretly taught himself to read, hiding in a 

cornfield with a candle and contraband books.4 Twice Gaines tried to escape, and twice 

he had been caught; once his enslaver had given him 500 lashes on his back.5 But slavery 

was now outlawed, and black men could vote. Not far from the plantation where he had 

been forced to work the fields, Gaines swept the 1869 election to represent Washington 

county, Texas.6  

The crowd was undoubtedly expecting a barn burner. Though he was rail-thin and 

barely five feet tall,7 Gaines spoke with the fire of a preacher and his public addresses 

were widely known to be “spicy.”8 He did not disappoint. Over the course of his speech, 

he gleefully insulted his political enemies, called out political corruption in his own 

Republican party, and demanded racially integrated public schooling, a seat for a black 

man in Texas’s Congressional delegation, and public investment to encourage 

immigration from Africa.  

But the main subject of Gaines’s speech was a spirited defense of a new tax law. 

Responding to complaints from Democrats that the state had been “ruined with taxes,” 

Gaines attempted convince his audience that taxation was an essential part of the ongoing 

fight for black freedom. For Gaines, like many emancipated people, freedom meant two 
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things: schools and land. But if freedom meant schools and land, freedom also meant 

taxes.  

Taxes, he argued, would free up land in two ways. First, they would pay for the 

new railroad, which would open new tracts in the west, where black families could buy 

“homes at 10, 15, and 25 cents an acre, and build us school-houses and churches.” He 

imagined the railroad line to California dotted with safe and welcoming communities for 

freedmen, where they would not fear to “throw the doors wide open.” Second, and 

perhaps more importantly, the tax system would redistribute land from wealthy whites. 

As Gaines told his constituents:  

Your old masters didn’t give you any land or horses. The United States failed to 

confiscate them, and the [new Texas] constitution failed to. There is no way left 

but to tax and sell, so as to get cheap homes. If there is any virtue in taxation, we 

will tax until we tax them out of their lands. 

 

Taxation, for Gaines, was a second-best solution; even though he would have preferred 

direct confiscation and redistribution, high taxes on the planters would encourage them to 

sell their lands at prices that he hoped would make homes affordable to black families. If 

“the Democrats say they are groaning under” their taxes, Senator Gaines was “Glad of it! 

Let them groan.” 

But Gaines did not just want to tax the rich. He also defended the new school tax 

that applied at all men between twenty-one and sixty.9 For people only a few years 

removed from slavery, the one-dollar tax was a serious expense, and Gaines knew his 

constituents were worried. To assuage their doubts, he distributed summaries of the new 

tax law and encouraged the crowd to “take them home with you and read them by the 
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torchlight.” As he passed out his pamphlets, Gaines described what taxes paid for, 

including a “system of free schools” and the “colored police” that were being organized 

to protect black communities. “It is your interest to pay taxes,” Gaines insisted.  

“In 1856 I paid no taxes – old master did,” Gaines said. “I made ten bales of 

cotton and got a pair of red shoes, a pair of white breeches, and a promise of a whipping 

Christmas to make me a good negro the next year.” Now, though, Gaines was a proud 

property owner, and, he told his audience, “I like to pay taxes on it. It’s my privilege.” He 

put the choice to constituents. Would they “rather live under this government and pay 

taxes” or “be tied up in slavery and pay no taxes”? Once his constituents had read the tax 

bill for themselves, he was sure they would sure they would “say there is not half taxes 

enough.” 

A Revolutionary Project 

Senator Gaines was one of at least fifteen hundred black men who served in 

government during the brief period known as “radical Reconstruction.” Radical 

Reconstruction began in 1867, when Congress required Southern states to reconstitute 

themselves on the basis of universal male suffrage.10 Over the following years, the 

southern states passed new constitutions, elected new legislatures, and engaged in a 

revolutionary project—what historian Eric Foner has described as the construction of “a 

democratic, interracial political order from the ashes of slavery.”11  

For the first time, black men voted, ran for office, and won election across the 

South. They were joined in the southern Republican Party by transplanted Northerners 
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and a small fraction of Southern whites, mostly farmers from the poorer, hilly 

“upcountry” who despised the planter elite and had in some cases nursed Unionist 

sympathies during the war.12 

Their revolutionary project did not last long. Georgia and Virginia, for all intents 

and purposes, never experienced a radical Reconstruction, while in Texas, Reconstruction 

did not survive the election of 1871. From the beginning, Republican governments faced 

a campaign of obstruction, sabotage, and terrorism from former Confederates, while 

support from the North waned rapidly. Mississippi’s Republican government was 

violently overthrown in 1874, as was South Carolina’s in 1877. “We were eight years in 

power,” lamented Thomas E. Miller, a legislator from Beaufort County, SC.13  

Because radical Reconstruction was so short lived, and the backlash to it so 

immediate and so violent, the work of the Reconstruction governments has largely been 

overshadowed in American historical memory by the white supremacist movements that 

eventually overthrew them. Indeed, as the following chapter will show, taxes played a 

central role in Reconstruction’s defeat. But the policies proposed and implemented by the 

Reconstructionists deserve thorough consideration. During this period, America’s 

political institutions aspired to racial equality in a way that would not be matched for 

nearly another hundred years. Americans should know what the Reconstruction 

legislators fought for, and what they achieved.  

At the core of their agenda was tax policy. The Reconstruction Republicans did 

not all agree with one another, especially when it came to how much of an economic 
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transformation they thought the government should impose. The most radical few, like 

Senator Gaines, wished to redistribute wealth from the beneficiaries of slavery to its 

victims. But many believed that the end of slavery, the protection of civil rights and 

equality under the law, and the provision of public education would be enough to allow 

freedmen to prosper. For moderates and radicals alike, however, the hope for multiracial 

democracy rested upon the capacity of the new governments to tax their citizens. Social 

revolutions are expensive; the goals of Reconstruction required an influx of revenue.  

Taxes for Schools 

As Frederick Douglass explained in his first autobiography, reading was the “pathway 

from slavery to freedom.”14 In the ante bellum South, to teach an enslaved person to read 

had been illegal, punishable by fines, imprisonment, and flogging; in some places, anti-

literacy laws applied to free blacks as well.15 Despite the dangers, many enslaved people 

taught themselves to read in secret, and perhaps as much as ten percent of black people 

could read in 1860.16 Before the Civil War had even been won, black Southerners 

organized hundreds of their own community schools.17 Their urgency amazed 

onlookers.18 “What other people on earth have ever shown” asked one visitor from the 

Freedmen’s Bureau, “such a passion for education?”19  

During radical Reconstruction, Southern state governments attempted to provide 

universal public schooling for black and white children. In Mississippi, for instance, the 

Republican State Convention of 1867 resolved to “give a free education to every child,” a 

policy goal they listed even before universal suffrage.20 The new schools at first often 
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served people of all ages, so that adult freedmen could finally learn to read and write. The 

famed civil rights activist Ida B. Wells, born to enslaved parents in Mississippi in 1862, 

recalled in her autobiography that her mother attended school with Ida and her siblings 

“until she learned to read the Bible.”21 

Reconstruction also marked, in many parts of the South, the first time free public 

education was available to whites.22 Texas’s first public school opened its doors on 

September 4th, 1871; before Reconstruction, public money raised for schools had simply 

been divided among private schools that would accept some white students willing to 

enter as “paupers.”23 In Mississippi, there were no public school buildings in the state 

outside of a few in the larger towns.24 Overall, only 35% of Southern school-age whites 

were enrolled in school in 1860, compared to 72% elsewhere in America.25 

Reconstruction legislators were obliged to raise enough revenue to build thousands of 

new schools for both blacks and whites.26 

One of the most important tasks in the Reconstruction states was to develop, as 

rapidly as possible, a Southern teaching force. In 1870, the board of trustees of Shaw 

University, a recently opened private black college, offered to turn their teacher-training 

department into a public teaching college.27 The state legislature accepted their proposal, 

and Mississippi State Normal School for Colored Youth opened in Holly Springs the 

following year, receiving around $4,000 a year from the state for salaries, materials and 

for student aid. State Normal, as it was known, was soon training over one hundred 

teachers a year.28 The first principal, Margaret Hunter, a teacher from Illinois,29 reported 

in 1873 that the school had “a full supply of necessary text-books and maps” and that, 
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thanks to donations, a “reference library has been begun.”30 Frank Hazard Brown, who 

was born enslaved on the Mississippi-Louisiana border, earned his teaching certificate 

from State Normal. Over the following decades, Brown and his wife, Narcissa, another 

State Normal graduate, taught school in Mississippi and Arkansas, and organized a high 

school for Lawrence County. When, at the age of 75, his life story was recorded as part of 

the New Deal’s Slave Narratives Project, Frank H. Brown’s teaching certificate remained 

framed on his wall.31  

The progress in black education came at enormous risk; from the end of the Civil 

War, Southern whites waged a terrorist campaign against black schooling. Teachers were 

threatened, assaulted, and sometimes murdered. “Twice I have been shot at in my room,” 

wrote Edmonia Highgate, a free black woman from the North, while teaching in 1866 in 

Lafayette Parish, Louisiana. “Some of my night-school scholars have been shot but none 

killed.”32 Schools were often destroyed. In March 1871, terrorists burned down every 

school building and every Black church that housed a school in all of Winston County, 

Mississippi.33 The Mississippi State Normal school survived the Reconstruction era but 

closed after Governor James K. Vardaman vetoed its state appropriation in 1904, saying 

that “the expenditures of fabulous sums” for the education of a Black man succeeded 

only in “making a criminal out of him.”34 

Reconstruction legislators did what they could to try to reduce Southern white 

hostility to Black schools. To accommodate the biases of white families, most states 

racially segregated their school systems, though separation opened the door to unequal 

facilities35 and duplicative services made public education much more expensive.36 Only 
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in South Carolina and Louisiana, where the constitutional conventions had black 

majorities,37 did the Reconstruction constitutions explicitly require integration.38 In other 

states, constitutions and school laws were vaguer in their wording, and in practice 

segregated schools were the norm.39  

Another accommodation made to conservatives was the perpetuation of the poll 

tax. A poll tax, which levies a fixed sum on every individual, rich or poor, takes no 

account of a taxpayer’s ability to pay. Many delegates to Reconstruction constitutional 

conventions proposed to ban this form of taxation. In Alabama, W.C. Garrison, a white 

Methodist preacher representing Blount County, and Arthur Bingham of Talladega, who 

would later serve as Alabama’s first Republican Treasurer, both introduced poll tax 

bans.40 So did Matthew T. Newsom, a black minister representing Claiborne County, 

Mississippi, who called the tax “grievous and oppressive.”41 Some legislators also 

worried—with reason, it would soon transpire—that the poll tax might be used as a tool 

of disenfranchisement, if voters were obligated to demonstrate that they had paid.42 

But other delegates felt that a poll tax had advantages. A poll tax ensured that 

every man contributed to the new government, including the poorest black and white 

families who would benefit most directly from free schooling. So poll taxes were 

reduced, capped, and earmarked for education. The Mississippi Constitution of 1868, for 

example, allowed that the “Legislature may levy a poll tax, not to exceed two dollars a 

head, in aid of the school fund, and for no other purpose.”43 The Reconstruction poll tax 

was a compromise in the name of universal education. 
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Taxes for Land 

Only weeks after his “march to the sea” had debilitated the Confederacy,44 U.S. General 

William Tecumseh Sherman met in Savannah with a delegation of black religious 

leaders. Garrison Frazier was a 67-year-old Baptist minister who had purchased freedom 

for himself and his wife eight years earlier. “The way we can best take care of ourselves 

is to have land,” he told the general, “and turn it and till it by our own labor.”45  

Without land, penniless freedmen would be forced to work for their former 

owners, who wanted to keep them in a state as close to slavery as they could achieve.46 

Could tax policy help black families buy a homestead, and thereby achieve the economic 

independence that would secure their new political freedom? Many Reconstructionists 

hoped so. 

In principle, land reform could have been achieved by methods much more direct 

than state tax policy. The United States could have expropriated the insurrectionary 

planter class to reimburse the North for the costs of the war or as a penalty for treason. 

The federal government could then have redistributed plantation lands to freedmen, either 

as reparations for slavery, as a reward for loyalty to the Union, or through a favorable 

loan program of the sort made available to white settlers on the frontier. Indeed, only 

days after his meeting with black ministers in Savannah, General Sherman decided to 

pursue this more direct path to land redistribution.47 Sherman’s Special Field Order No. 

15 reserved a 400,000-acre swathe of land between Charleston and Florida to be divided 

among freedmen in forty-acre plots.48  
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The federal government could also have achieved land reform through tax 

policy—in fact, it nearly did. Three years earlier, in the middle of the Civil War, 

Congress had passed a tax that applied to “insurrectionary districts” and was required to 

be paid in person. If you failed to pay your tax—for instance, because you were too busy 

leading a rebel army—your lands were seized. This legislation is why Arlington National 

Cemetery exists today. It was built upon the Virginia plantation of Confederate General 

Robert E. Lee, whose lands were among those seized for tax debt under the 1862 law.49  

The tax debt lands formed the basis for the first land redistribution to freedmen. In 

December 1863, President Lincoln issued an order that freedmen in South Carolina could 

occupy small plots of the tax debt lands, and then purchase those homesteads at 

affordable prices.50 Lincoln’s 1863 order marks the first official reference to “forty 

acres”: the size of plot a family of freedmen could claim from the lands of the tax-

defaulting planter rebels.51  

Such promises were, however, ultimately forsaken. The proximate cause of this 

betrayal was John Wilkes Booth. Lincoln’s assassination, though it failed to reverse the 

course of the war, fundamentally altered the course of reconstruction. After Lincoln’s 

death, President Andrew Johnson overturned Lincoln’s and Sherman’s policies, returning 

confiscated lands to the former Confederate planters.52 Black people who had settled and 

built communities on abandoned lands were evicted.53 Despite the efforts of Republican 

House leader Thaddeus Stevens, who devoted his final years to the cause of land 

reform,54 the freedmen never received their “forty acres and a mule.” 
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In the states, some Southern Republicans sought to achieve what the army and the 

federal government had not. In Texas55 and in South Carolina,56 radicals called for 

freedman to receive back pay from the time of the Emancipation Proclamation, January 

1st, 1863, until the actual end of slavery imposed by the Union army in 1865. The legal 

premise here was unassailable: because the Confederacy had never been legitimate, the 

law of the United States had always applied in the South, and so anyone enslaved in the 

insurrectionary South after 1863 was owed wages. Nevertheless, the idea of such 

immense redistribution was too subversive for the more moderate Republicans.57  

Thus, while seizing native land and redistributing it to white people was standard 

practice in America, seizing slaveholders’ land to distribute to the formerly enslaved was 

beyond what could be achieved in even the most radical moments of the Civil War era. 

Confiscation was simply too revolutionary—even many black legislators opposed the 

policy58 —and so the direct routes to land redistribution had been foreclosed by the time 

the radical Reconstruction governments took office. What remained was taxation.  

Even here, the path was circuitous. In only one state, South Carolina, were taxes 

used to purchase plantations that were then divided into small plots and made available 

for purchase on easy terms.59 In most states, taxes were expected to lead to redistribution 

by spurring private land sales. Heavy taxes would make property hoarding less appealing. 

The aristocratic planter held, in the words of South Carolina Governor Franklin Moses, 

“thousands of acres idle and unproductive merely to gratify his personal vanity.”60 Most 

Southern farmland was undeveloped,61 and since the war, much more had fallen into 

disuse. “Until this tax can be placed upon these lands it will be as in 1865,” Thomas 
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Bayne asserted at the Virginia Constitutional Convention in 1867, “and the same old 

dreary wilderness will remain.”62 

Bayne had escaped slavery twelve years earlier and prospered in his adopted 

home of New Bedford, Massachusetts, where he had been elected to the City Council. 

But at the end of the war, Bayne returned to Virginia to lead the state’s radicals.63 He was 

one of the most outspoken proponents of a high property tax, which he believed would 

make it too costly for planters and speculators to leave their lands undeveloped, 

ultimately pushing their enormous uncultivated plots onto the market. “I ask this 

Convention to tax these lands and tax them heavy,” Bayne told his colleagues.64   

High taxes would make land available in two ways. Either planters would be 

obliged to sell their lands to pay their tax bills or, if they did not pay, the government 

could confiscate the land for tax debts. The landless poor, black and white, might be able 

to acquire land in the resulting sales, if those lands were sold in small enough lots. There 

was some reason for hope in this strategy; freedmen had indeed managed to secure land 

from tax sales under President Lincoln’s December 1863 order.65 

In the absence of land reform, there was no direct way to provide compensation or 

economic independence to formerly enslaved people. But taxation might indirectly lead 

to the breakup the great estates of the former slaveholders. Given how low land taxes had 

been before the war, it seemed plausible that regularizing the tax code might change 

patterns of land ownership. William Beverly Nash, a South Carolina legislator who had 

opposed land confiscation, thought taxes were the right mechanism to make land 
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available to freedmen like himself: “I want them taxed until they put these lands back 

where they belong, into the hands of those who worked for them.”66 

The Radical Property Tax  

Whether or not it would encourage land sales, a new and stronger property tax was a 

central component of the Reconstruction agenda. This was a practical reality—after 

emancipation, most Southern wealth was in land—and also an ideological commitment. 

“If we do not tax the land,” said Francis Moss, a free-born black man representing 

Buckingham County at the Virginia convention, “we might just as well not have come 

here to make a Constitution.”67 Making taxes proportionate to wealth would signal the 

government’s new respect for labor and would comport with the broader goal of 

instituting equal treatment under the law. But it wasn’t merely the distribution of taxation 

that was radical—the very act of property tax assessment was itself nothing less than 

revolutionary. 

The right of a worker to his income was at the core of the anti-slavery argument, 

and this commitment carried over into Republican debates over taxation. As James 

Hunnicutt, a white Republican newspaper editor and minister, framed the issue: “Tax the 

property, but let the man go free.”68 Property taxes were, in essence, wealth taxes, and it 

was only fair to make taxes proportionate to the taxpayer’s resources. “I want the people, 

according to their ability, to pay the taxes,” insisted Willis A. Hodges at the Virginia 

Constitutional Convention.69 Hodges was part of a prosperous free black family in 

Virginia who had been active in the Underground Railroad before emancipation,70 and in 
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Reconstruction politics thereafter. Taxes should be based on what taxpayers could afford, 

Hodges believed, and that is why he endorsed a general property tax. 

Making taxes proportionate to wealth marked an enormous change in the 

Southern tax system. Land taxes had been artificially low before the war. The South had 

relied instead on a hodgepodge of professional licenses and specific taxes on luxury items 

like watches.71 By some accounts, merchants paid five or six times the amount of taxes 

paid by equivalently wealthy planters.72 So the new general property tax was also a way 

of creating consistency and uniformity, eliminating the special tax breaks that typified the 

ante bellum Southern fiscal system. 

But to apply a uniform property tax, you need to be able to calculate what each 

piece of property is worth—and this process of assessment was among the most radical 

aspects of the Reconstruction tax agenda. Before the war, a petty bureaucrat valuing a 

slaveholder’s property would have called into question his absolute patriarchal control 

over his estate.73 As discussed in the previous chapter, slave states struggled to 

implement property taxes for precisely this reason—and when they did, they often 

avoided real assessment procedures. In Georgia, for example, property holders asserted 

the value of their estate and, by law, officials could not dispute the owner’s estimate.74 A 

similar system existed in South Carolina. “The tax collector went around and received 

your own account of your property,” one planter explained, “you were allowed to value 

your land at 50 cents or $10 an acre, just as you pleased.”75  
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The radical Reconstruction governments wanted to impose actual government 

assessments, both because this would prevent self-interested undervaluation and because 

it would make clear that the laws applied to everyone, including the planter class. 

Plantation owners, accustomed to the unquestioning acceptance of their own assessments, 

would undoubtedly have found the new system an adjustment under any circumstance—

but real tax assessment was particularly galling during Reconstruction because the 

officials assessing and collecting the taxes were often Black men.76 Some tax assessors 

were former slaves, now tasked with evaluating the property of their former owners,77 a 

complete reversal of the social order that had existed under slavery. And even where the 

tax assessors were white, they were still a very visible reminder that the old order was 

gone, and that everyone was now accountable to a democratic government that included 

black people. Most former Confederates did not accept this new multiracial order, and so 

experienced the assessment of taxes as a violation of their rights.  

Opposition to taxes under Reconstruction was exacerbated by the steep increase 

in tax rates. Taxes as a fraction of assessed property more than quadrupled in a decade.78 

In part, rates had to go up because Southern wealth had gone down. The war had 

destroyed a substantial amount of Southern property, and land values had collapsed.79 But 

most of the “decline in property values” would be better understood as “emancipation.” 

Nearly four million people who were once counted on a slaveholder’s property ledger 

were now free. The abolition of slavery had eliminated a primary source of southern 

wealth, and with it, a large part of the property tax base.80  Thus, taxes would have gone 

up under any government, just to maintain even the paltry pre-war tax revenues.81  
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Of course, Reconstruction governments were not simply trying to match the tax 

revenues of the pre-war period; they were attempting to rebuild their states and put in 

place a public school system. An indication of the special commitment of black office 

holders to these goals, Reconstruction taxes increased more where black political power 

was greater. Economist Trevon Logan estimates that each additional black politician 

“increased per capita county tax revenue by $0.20, more than an hour’s wage at the 

time.”82 

Despite these increases, southern taxes only rose to levels comparable with the 

rest of the country.83 As a fraction of wealth, local taxes in Southern states remained at or 

below levels found in the Northwest and Midwest.84 The highest per capita tax rates in 

1870 were found in Nevada, Massachusetts, California, Connecticut, and New York.85 

The key fact about taxes under Reconstruction is not that they rose so high, but they 

started so low. 

While taxes went up, the idea of graduated rates was never seriously on the table.  

State property taxes did not have an exemption for small farms, and property taxes were 

applied at a single rate—meaning that a subsistence farmer and a plantation owner were 

paying the same percentage. South Carolina legislator William Beverly Nash proposed 

that uncultivated land should be taxed at a one percent higher rate than cultivated land, 

which would have shifted the weight of taxation off of small farmers—but his proposal 

was tabled.86A graduated license tax on business proprietors and professionals was 

similarly criticized as unequal and unfair, and quickly repealed.87 Only in Virginia was 

there a surtax on high incomes.88 The kind of progressive taxation we are used to today, 
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with higher rates on higher brackets, would only gain widespread currency in the United 

States many decades later.  

Rapidly rising tax rates provided ammunition for charges of corruption and waste. 

Corruption was indeed an endemic problem among Democrats and Republicans, North 

and South, in the second half of the nineteenth Century.89 According Eric Foner, the most 

egregious cases of corruption in the South tended to be when the state provided loans to 

“finance grandiose dreams of railroad empire,”90 which led to “a scramble for influence 

that produced bribery, insider dealing, and a get-rich-quick atmosphere.”91 Ironically, one 

motivation for railroad investments was the hope that an economic boom would make 

Reconstruction more palatable for white conservatives.92 

But opponents of Reconstruction were quick to attribute financial 

mismanagement to Republican governance and particularly black suffrage. In reality, 

black legislators often spoke out against corporate-friendly investments,93 and the 

businessmen who were the instigators of bribes and beneficiaries of the resulting 

legislation were generally white Democrats.94 However, the charge that tax money was 

being mishandled would serve as a fundamental claim of generations of racist historians 

who sought to malign the Reconstruction governments.95 And, as we will see in the 

following chapter, accusations of wasted tax money were a central argument of the 

planter elite in their bid to retake power, because it allowed them to connect with small 

farmers hit hard by high land taxes.  

Victories and Defeats 
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How effective were the Reconstruction tax reforms in providing funding for the schools 

and making land more available for freedmen? In a sense, we can never know. Despite 

the moderation of the Reconstruction fiscal agenda, many white Southerners devoted 

themselves to undermining the tax system, a key component of their larger strategy to 

overthrow the multiracial democracy that had been imposed upon them.  

Almost as soon as new tax laws were passed, Reconstruction governments faced 

widespread tax evasion or, as W.E.B. DuBois called it, “an organized and bitter boycott 

of property.” 96 Evasion was abetted by a campaign of white supremacist terrorism 

against the representatives of the fiscal state. Tax assessors and collectors were regularly 

threatened with violence if they attempted to do their jobs. Those who persisted did so at 

risk of their lives. Across the South, tax officials were dragged from their homes at night, 

whipped and beaten by masked Klansmen. Samuel Brown, a tax assessor in Alabama, 

reported to Congress that he was “unable in person to discharge my duty as an officer 

without protection.” A white Southerner and former Confederate soldier, Brown 

nonetheless called for the federal military to intervene and restore order.97 In Jackson 

County, Florida, the Ku Klux Klan threatened Homer Bryan, a black man serving as the 

local tax collector, when he sold lands owned by local whites who had not paid their 

taxes. Bryan fled the county, but the Klan killed his assistant, a white Republican from 

the North.98 In Newberry County, South Carolina, Klansmen came in the night to the 

home of a black county commissioner and shot and wounded him, his wife, and his 

child.99 Others tax officials avoided assault or murder by going into hiding, sometimes 

for weeks on end.100 
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Predictably, taxes went uncollected in regions with terrorist campaigns underway. 

In Monroe County, Mississippi, a mob of one hundred and twenty Klansmen threatened 

to lynch A.P. Huggins—a school superintendent responsible for estimating the county’s 

tax revenue needs—if he did not abandon his job. When he refused, they beat him 

unconscious. Despite Huggins’ personal bravery, the school tax was never collected; the 

local board of supervisors, who had also been threatened, refused to make assessments.101 

It soon became near impossible to find anyone willing to impose taxes. Local tax boards 

and sheriffs ceased to make assessment or collect revenues. Empty positions were left 

vacant.102  

Violence also made it nearly impossible to assess taxes fairly. If tax assessors 

could not safely visit a property, they were of course less able to judge its value. 

Opponents of the Reconstruction governments regularly griped that assessments were 

inaccurate and that tax processes were occurring in secret—a remarkably two-faced 

complaint, given that some of these opponents were themselves threatening and 

committing violence against any tax official daring to show his face.103 Moreover, though 

large amounts of land were nominally forfeited, whites colluded to prevent tax sales, or to 

return property to its original owners after having been sold.104 In many places, tax sales 

were nothing more than a farce.105  

Rampant tax evasion led to budget crises, as expected revenue did not appear. In 

1870 in South Carolina, nearly a third of the total state levy was delinquent.106 Shortages 

of tax funds made even higher tax rates necessary, encouraging yet more evasion. States 
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were obliged to issue debt paper, which immediately lost value when tax collections 

seemed insecure, leading to even larger budget shortfalls.107  

This is not, however, merely a story of defeat. Even in the face of a drastically 

smaller tax base and rampant tax resistance, Reconstruction governments did manage to 

raise funds. Much of that money went to the school system.108 In 1869, Alabama nearly 

doubled its school fund from its pre-war level.109 By 1871, about 900,000 young people 

were enrolled in public schools across the former Confederacy, amounting to nearly a 

third of young people in those states.110 The increases were particularly striking in South 

Carolina and Mississippi. In 1857, only about 19,000 white students attended free public 

schools in South Carolina. By 1873, nearly 86,000 students were enrolled, including 

37,000 white students. Not only was public education now provided to tens of thousands 

of black children, but almost twice as many white children were attending school as 

before the war.111  

By the middle of the 1870s, enrollment rates in South Carolina and Mississippi 

were comparable to some northern states. As late as 1871, a child in South Carolina was 

half as likely to be enrolled in school as a child in New York, but by 1875, a child in 

South Carolina was more likely to be enrolled than a child in New York. In Mississippi, 

enrolment rates in 1874 were only two percent below the comparable figure in New 

York.112 

In both Mississippi and South Carolina, the end of Reconstruction coincided with 

a sharp decline in enrolment.113 Nonetheless, Reconstruction-era investments had a 
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lasting impact, particularly where more black politicians served.114 Literacy among black 

males doubled in ten years, and black women were for the first time more likely to be 

literate than black men.115 

But while the Reconstruction era saw measurable gains in Southern public 

education, tax policy did not result in widespread black landownership. Some black 

families did overcome the odds and acquire land,116 but the tax system did not do much to 

help them. High taxes led to farms being consolidated, rather than being broken into 

smaller lots.117 South Carolina representative William J. Whipper had anticipated this 

possibility as early as the constitutional convention of 1868. If lands were sold in large 

tracts, he observed, “nobody but a capitalist will be able to buy.”118 Freedmen, only a few 

years removed from the destitution of slavery, only rarely had the resources necessary to 

purchase a farm.119 Though leaders like North Carolina Senator Galloway believed that 

high property taxes would mean “we negroes can become land holders,”120 this hope 

remained unrealized.121 

Counter-Revolution 

Senator Matthew Gaines’s agenda, as he outlined it in front of the Brenham courthouse in 

1871, expressed a deeply radical version of what were widely shared goals among 

Reconstructionists: to use tax policy to provide schools and land. Taxes would pay for a 

new polity in which black people could be free and equal participants. 

We know what Senator Gaines said122 on that June day because Dan McGary, a 

vehement opponent of radical Reconstruction,123 reported more than three thousand 
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words of Gaines’s speech in his newspaper, the Houston Age. Democrats across Texas 

and as far away as Michigan and Indiana took Gaines’s speech as evidence of the misrule 

and oppression of the Radical governments, reprinting the text under headlines like 

“Radicalism, as Expounded by a Leading Negro” and “A Misanthropic Darkie.” 124  

Gaines’s speech thumped any number of political hornet’s nests,125 but if an 

intemperate speech might be overlooked, the tax law was not. By August 1871, one of 

Texas’s only reliable white Republican voting blocs, German-Americans, were 

threatening to bolt the party over the taxes that Gaines had so eloquently defended only a 

few weeks earlier. Gaines tried to reach these voters through the papers, in a letter both 

cajoling and desperate: 

I am informed that you are going over to the Democratic party, so that you may 

help them to repeal the tax law; that you cannot stand the taxes you have to pay. 

So let me ask you one thing: Can you not stand the taxes you have to pay as well 

as you stood the Democratic storms of 1861, when you had to leave your wives 

and children and go to the war, risking your lives for the slaves, when you owned 

none? Now that peace has been restored, and you can stay at home, vote and hold 

office in peace, and pay your taxes as free men ought to do, are you ready to 

forsake the government to whom you are indebted for all these blessings, and turn 

it over to its and your own enemies?... If you are Republicans, stand fast to your 

principles, no matter what I have said or done – I am but one man and am liable to 

make mistakes as well as others. Do not depart from your first faith and order, pay 

your taxes and be free… Let me hear from you through the papers.” 126  

 

As Gaines feared, Unionist sentiment and lingering resentment over the war were not 

enough to keep German-American voters solidly in the Republican column. The 1871 

election brought an end to radical Reconstruction in Texas.  

As we will see in the following chapter, in Texas and across the South, tax 

opposition proved to be a powerful tool in the hands of Reconstruction’s opponents. It 
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was a wedge between black and white Republicans and a banner that could draw wealthy 

Northerners into alliance with their erstwhile enemies in the Southern planter class. If 

taxes were essential to achieving the goals of Reconstruction, they were equally central to 

the destruction of those hopes.   
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The Rise of the Taxpayers 

“For the Payers of Taxes, A Voice”  

 

“My position here is peculiar, and in many of its features, trying,” noted Daniel 

Chamberlain in a speech before the 1871 South Carolina Tax-Payers’ Convention.127  

This observation was something of an understatement. Chamberlain was an 

abolitionist from Massachusetts, a Union army officer who led black soldiers in battle, 

and a delegate to the South Carolina constitutional convention that had only a few years 

earlier enfranchised black men.128 Now, he was serving as vice president of a convention 

that was led by South Carolina’s old guard,129 men who regretted nothing about the war 

other than the outcome.130 His fellow executive officers at the convention included W.D. 

Porter, who had described the new state constitution as an “enormity” and pledged that 

the white men of the country would “assert their common, natural and indefeasible right 

to be the rulers of the land;”131 Matthew C. Butler, a former Confederate General and first 

cousin to Preston Brooks, the South Carolina Congressman who beat Massachusetts 

Senator Charles Sumner nearly to death on the Senate floor in 1856; and James Chesnut, 

the former Confederate General who had in 1861 ordered the firing on Fort Sumter, and 

ten years later declared himself utterly “unrepentant.”132 Another active member of the 

Tax-Payers, the former Confederate General Martin W. Gary, had famously refused to 

surrender at Appomattox. 

No wonder Chamberlain felt ill-at-ease among the South Carolina Tax-Payers. 

But what on earth was he doing there? In his remarks to the Convention, Chamberlain 

would go on to say that he, like the other Tax-Payers, was concerned about the finances 
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of the state—but nearly everyone in South Carolina, black and white, could agree upon 

that.  

Chamberlain seems to have believed that by participating in the Tax-Payers 

Convention, he could travel a middle ground between Reconstruction’s radicals and its 

most ardent opponents, thus creating a space for comity and consensus. At the 

convention, he advanced a system of proportional voting to give whites greater say in the 

black-majority state. Chamberlain also asked the convention to investigate “alleged”133 

Ku Klux violence, hoping that the terrorism might subside if the state’s native white elite 

registered their objections.134 Above all, Chamberlain believed that by addressing the 

fiscal concerns of the Tax-Payers, he could convince them to support the new 

government. 

The Tax-Payers, meanwhile, were thrilled to count a Republican among their 

ranks, which they pointed to as evidence that their movement was not “political.”135 The 

Tax-Payers similarly pointed to the four black attendees136 among the hundreds of 

convention-goers, to demonstrate that their concerns were not a matter of “race, or color, 

or party”137—though they struggled to maintain even this thin veneer of color-blindness. 

In their speeches, the Tax-Payers described black men as childlike and incapable of 

reasoned judgment138 and advocated for white immigration to the state.139 And while the 

Tax-Payers insisted they sought only “a voice and a representation in the councils of the 

State,” their response to Chamberlain’s proposed system of proportional representation, 

which was expected to give “the taxpayers” approximately 40% of the legislative seats,140 

made clear that their goal was complete political control.141 One participant, former 

governor John L. Manning, complained that “We, by this cumulative voting, shall be 
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confined to one-third the power to which we are entitled,”142 while General Gary 

described universal suffrage as a “monstrous political fallacy.”143 

Nonetheless, Chamberlain was apparently convinced of the sincerity of the Tax-

Payers’ fiscal concerns. Appealing to white taxpayers remained a central part of 

Chamberlain’s political strategy when he became the Republican governor of the state in 

1874. He lowered the property tax rate144 and revised the tax assessment process.145 He 

sought to dramatically reduce government spending by cutting appropriations for public 

schools by one-fourth, as well as by instituting a system of convict leasing to reduce 

penitentiary costs. The state university, which served almost exclusively black students, 

was to be reconfigured into a “good high school.”146  

For a time, Chamberlain basked in conservative praise,147 but his strategy of 

appeasement was ultimately unsuccessful. For the former Confederate leaders, the goal 

was never fiscal probity, it was political power. Chamberlain should have expected as 

much. In Louisiana, Governor Kellogg’s personal honesty and tax cuts had not forestalled 

the rise of the terrorist White Leagues in 1874.148 After Governor Chamberlain 

condemned the 1876 Hamburg Massacre,149 in which Chamberlain’s fellow Tax-Payer 

Matthew C. Butler had directed the murder of black militia members,150 Democrats 

decisively broke with Chamberlain.151 Soon thereafter, Martin W. Gary, another of 

Chamberlain’s erstwhile Tax-Payer colleagues, orchestrated a campaign of election 

violence in support of Chamberlain’s opponent, Wade Hampton.  

Remarkably, the original draft of Gary’s “Plan of the Campaign 1876,” which was 

edited and sent to Democratic county leaders across South Carolina, has been preserved. 

“Democratic Military Clubs are to be armed with rifles and pistols,” he wrote. “Every 
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Democrat must feel honor bound to control the vote of at least one Negro, by 

intimidation, purchase, keeping him away or as each individual may determine, how he 

may best accomplish it.”152 Outside local Republican meetings, armed riders sang, “We’ll 

hang Dan Chamberlain to a sour apple tree.” The goal, as one young participant would 

nostalgically recall many decades later, was “to hold up to the gaze and din into the ears 

of the negroes the picture and sound and menace of war against them.”153  

The terrorism of the “Red Shirts,” as the Democratic paramilitaries were known, 

was effective. In Edgefield, where Gary resided, Democrats received 2,000 more votes 

than the total white voting population. Fraudulent and coerced votes gave Democratic 

candidate Wade Hampton a narrow, thousand-vote lead in the governors’ race.154  

Citing voter intimidation and fraud, Chamberlain refused to concede the election. 

For a brief period, South Carolina had two competing administrations. But Chamberlain’s 

failed strategy of courting Democrats had weakened the Republican party statewide, and 

within weeks, Hampton had consolidated control of key aspects of the state apparatus, 

including the treasury.155 The only thing keeping Chamberlain in the state house was an 

armed guard of federal troops. 

Hampton and Chamberlain were called to Washington to meet with President Hayes, 

where Chamberlain was obliged to admit to the president that he could not stay in power 

without the support of the army. Hampton, by contrast, was pugnacious. President Hayes 

asked Hampton what would happen if he were not recognized as governor. Every 

“Republican tax collector in the state,” Hampton told the president, would be “hanged 

within twenty-four hours.”156  
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One might think openly threatening to murder government officials, members of 

President Hayes’s own party, would be a dangerous provocation. But by this time 

everyone knew that the North no longer had the stomach to protect democracy in the 

South. Hayes ended military protection for Chamberlain. 

At first, Chamberlain wished to fight on. But state treasurer Francis Cardozo, the 

highest-ranking black man in the South Carolina state government, convinced him that 

the result would only be additional bloodshed.157 In his address to the Republicans of 

South Carolina, withdrawing from office, Chamberlain wrote:  

To-day—April 10, 1877—by the order of the President whom your votes alone 

rescued from overwhelming defeat, the Government of the United States 

abandons you. 

 

General Wade Hampton, hero of the Confederacy, became the governor of South 

Carolina. Only a few months later, Matthew C. Butler was seated in the U.S. Senate. 

Reconstruction was over.  

 

* * * 

 

The South Carolina Tax-Payers Convention is the best known of the many taxpayer 

associations that sprang up to help overthrow the radical Republican governments. The 

associations were themselves only transient institutions,158 but their impact was 

substantial and long-lasting. Across the south, opposition to taxation was a banner behind 

which the old forces of white supremacy re-assembled to successfully challenge the 

radical egalitarian promise of Reconstruction. In defining themselves as taxpayers, 
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opponents of Reconstruction, eventually known as “Redeemers,” achieved three political 

ends at once.  

First, in explaining corruption as the consequence of non-taxpayer rule, 

Redeemers distracted voters from the reality that wealthy white Democrats were 

themselves knee-deep in fraud and bribery. Poor people, if in office, could easily be 

bought, it was argued, and as non-taxpayers, they would not feel the fiscal sting that 

excessive state spending required. Corruption was therefore the unavoidable consequence 

of the enfranchisement of the poor and could only be resolved by their exclusion from 

political life.  

Second, the rhetoric of “taxpayers” helped elites make common cause with whites 

of middling wealth, whose support they needed to retake political control. Small white 

farmers, some of whom had previously voted Republican, struggled to pay rising land 

taxes and actively resisted federal taxes on liquor. The category of “taxpayer” elided the 

vast economic gulf between a millionaire plantation owner and a subsistence farmer, 

allowing complaints about taxes to cut across class lines and become “an effective 

rallying cry for opponents of Reconstruction,” as the historian Eric Foner has argued.159  

Finally, in talking about taxpayers abused by a corrupt government, Southern 

elites could portray a racist violent movement to achieve political power as grounded in 

reasonable complaints and thus deserving of respect. The Ku Klux Klan, the White 

League, the Red Shirts, and other paramilitary and terrorist groups160 intimidated, 

assaulted, and murdered voters and public officials—but Southern elites consistently 

minimized the violence and insisted it was a localized and understandable reaction to the 

corruption and oppressive taxation of the Reconstruction governments. Unlike 
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straightforwardly racist rhetoric, coded complaints about burdensome taxes and 

government corruption appealed to moderate whites, North and South.161  

As “taxpayers,” wealthy whites could at once assert their place in the political 

sphere, overcome divisions among whites, and make their grievances appear reasonable 

to Northerners. Accordingly, Redeemers embraced the language of taxpaying as they 

overthrew Reconstruction governments. And after they consolidated power, the 

Redeemers’ fiscal critique of Reconstruction would dominate histories of the period for 

nearly a century. 

“Corruption” as Rule by the Non-Taxpayers 

In 1868, Wade Hampton, the leader of the South Carolina Democratic State 

Central Executive Committee and a former Confederate general, demanded that the 

United States Senate reject the new state constitution that provided for universal male 

suffrage. In their appeal, Hampton and his colleagues made what they described as a 

“statistical argument” formed of three “exhibits”: an estimate of the taxes proposed under 

the new constitution, an estimate of the amount of taxes paid by the delegates to South 

Carolina constitutional convention, and an estimate of the amount of taxes paid by the 

members of the new state legislature.  

Before the new government had levied even a single dollar of taxes, Hampton and 

his colleagues concluded that the public revenue would be “twenty times as great as 

before the war.” Equally implausibly, they asserted that two thirds of the constitutional 

delegates “paid no tax at all.”162 Having nontaxpayers set the tax rates was “a monstrous 

plan of public spoliation” that would rival the “tyranny” of the British over the American 

colonies, Hampton fumed.  
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In attempting to discredit freed people for failing to accrue taxable property while 

literally enslaved, Hampton’s charges were reprehensible. They were also obviously 

untrue. Reconstruction taxes included poll taxes that applied to every man, and most 

delegates were property holders, as well. The median amount of property owned by 

South Carolina’s delegates was $1,500, overall, and $900 for the black delegates.163 But 

the truth of the numbers was never the point. The point was to declare in advance that the 

incoming government was fundamentally and unalterably corrupt and illegitimate 

because it represented those too poor to pay much in taxes.  

In 1871, the South Carolina Tax-Payers Convention picked up Hampton’s charge. 

The “worst feature” of the state’s Reconstruction government, convention president W.D. 

Porter claimed, is that “they who lay the taxes do not pay them, and that they who are to 

pay them have no voice in the laying of them.”164 Legislators who pay little in taxes, they 

argued, have no personal concern about rising government expenses. The problem, 

therefore, was not particular legislators or lobbyists, but rather the very presence of poor 

people in positions of power. The “center of the corruption charge,” as W.E.B. DuBois 

put it, was “the fact that poor men were ruling and taxing rich men.”165 This diagnosis, 

that corruption was an intrinsic consequence of nontaxpayer rule, conveniently foreclosed 

any possibility of reform within a system that enfranchised the black and the poor. 

With this analysis in place, all government spending could be deemed suspect. 

There was no need to specify what particular spending was objectionable, and 

Reconstruction’s opponents were not inclined to engage in subtle, or even plausible, 

analyses. To take just one example, the South Carolina Tax-Payers consistently compared 
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pre- and post-war expenses, ignoring the fact that emancipation had doubled the state’s 

citizen population, while war had decimated its infrastructure and economy.166 

For a number of the most prominent Tax-Payers, it was particularly expedient to 

keep investigations of corruption superficial, as they were themselves engaged in illegal 

dealings. Porter, for instance, had personally profited from the railroad frauds that the 

Tax-Payer Convention criticized.167 When resolutions were proposed calling for an 

investigation of profiteering in the sale of bonds to complete the Blue Ridge Railroad, 

one Tax-Payer, W.H. Trescott, demurred, calling such action the “first step to social 

anarchy.”168 Trescott’s opposition to the investigation was easily explicable; as another 

convention participant, F.F. Warley, angrily noted, Trescott was trying to protect the 

“bonds of the Company he represents.”169  

Remarkably, Matthew C. Butler and Martin W. Gary used the Tax-Payer 

convention itself to engage in some self-dealing. They ensured that their convention 

would endorse the state’s bonds, “after contracting with a group of New York bankers for 

a share of the profits from the rise in market value they expected would follow.”170 Butler 

was at least forthright about his shady dealings. He saw no harm in suborning a 

government he saw as illegitimate; as he admitted frankly to a Congressional committee, 

if state senator indicated he would accept a bribe, “I would buy him up as I would buy a 

mule.”171  

In the opportunism of their anti-corruption fervor, the South Carolina Tax-Payers 

were not alone. In Texas, the expenses of railroad investments rose in counties controlled 

by white conservatives as much or more than those with Republican legislators. 

Nevertheless, Redeemers still treated the issue as a consequence of black suffrage.172  
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Honest Republicans, like the corruption-fighting state treasurer Francis Cardozo, 

were left in a bind. Profiteering was of real concern to freedmen and their representatives. 

It was they, not the former slaveholder class, that were truly invested in the effectiveness 

of the government. Corruption siphoned funds away from essential goods like public 

education and undermined programs with the potential for real economic liberation.173 

But Republicans’ sincere efforts to combat corruption played into the hands of 

conservatives seeking to argue that poor people, the purported “non-taxpayers,” did not 

belong in government. And so it became vastly harder for genuine reformers. To address 

misconduct risked empowering an opposition whose goal was to drive the Republican 

party out of existence and to return black Americans to political and economic 

subservience.174  

 

Tax Talk and Poorer Whites 

A core concern of the planter elite was to stymie any kind of cross-racial working-class 

alliance. The Redeemers needed whites of middling wealth for their electoral ballast, to 

vote against Republicans, and for their paramilitary support, to threaten would-be 

Republican voters and officials. The taxpayer leagues helped achieve both ends. 

The planter class had good reason to worry about the loyalty of the “upcountry.” 

Poorer whites had actively contested the political power of the planters in the ante bellum 

period and, during the Civil War, were the primary source of pro-Union sentiment in the 

white South. As the Confederate regime seized their crops and sent their sons to die in 

defense of slavery, communities in the South’s more mountainous regions engaged in an 

active campaign of draft resistance.175 In the first years after the war, the vastly 
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outnumbered southern white Unionists recognized that they were doomed, politically, if 

the planter class were allowed to maintain control of the southern states. And so, early in 

the radical Reconstruction period, upcountry voters shocked conservatives by voting 

Republican.176 “Let no foolish prejudice stand in the way” of an alliance of poorer whites 

and blacks against the ‘rebels,’” argued one Republican newspaper in North Carolina.177 

Upcountry radicals were enthused about agrarian policies like debt relief and land reform; 

a Union League leader in Alabama wrote that his county “are in for a confiscation of the 

property of the secessionists.”178  

It is not obvious for how long upcountry whites would have been willing to throw 

in their lot with black people against the planter class. Southern white Republicans 

generally shared in the racist views of other whites of the era.179 But there was, at the 

start of radical Reconstruction, a substantial minority of white voters willing to endorse a 

government based on universal suffrage. About a quarter of white voters did so in North 

Carolina.180 In Alabama, about half of registered whites in the poorer counties voted to 

hold a constitutional convention in accordance with the demands of Congressional 

Reconstruction. A year later, when most whites were observing a statewide election 

boycott, about a quarter of whites in those counties (and a tenth of white voters statewide) 

voted to ratify that new constitution.181  

Thus, even at its highwater mark, upcountry radicalism comprised only a minority 

of whites—but it was nevertheless an electorally vital voting bloc. In states where the 

black population approached a statewide majority, even limited inroads into the 

upcountry would help secure a governing coalition for the Republicans. Conservative 
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planters, recognizing this political reality, were desperate to convert poorer whites to their 

side. 

On taxation, conservatives found a policy that would help them secure control of 

the upcountry.182 Because land taxes in the pre-war period had been very low, the tax 

increases imposed by Reconstruction governments hit small white farmers hard, 

particularly because these farmers generally did not have much in the way of cash income 

with which to pay their taxes.183 A small number of Republican farmers saw these 

increases as simply a price worth paying. Edward E. Holman, a white farmer from Holly 

Springs, MS, witnessed his taxes increase from $35 to $65 in a single year, yet remained 

a Republican stalwart: 

I have said to people that I was perfectly willing to pay my taxes, as it was to 

educate the country; that education was what we wanted; that if we had more of it 

before the war, we never would have had the war.184  

 

For far more small white farmers, however, the tax increases undermined whatever faith 

they had in the Republican Party. Tax opposition became the central plank of the 

Democratic platform because it so effectively convinced poorer whites that their interests 

were at odds with those of black freedmen.185 Where straightforward racism had faltered, 

highlighting the substantive costs of Reconstruction made racist appeals newly resonant. 

The “poor whites of the country are to be taxed—bled of all their little earnings,” argued 

one conservative paper, “in order to fatten the vagabondish negroes.”186 

The electoral consequences were unmistakable. In Texas, the election of 1871 

was a disaster for Republicans. German-Americans, one of the state’s few reliably 

Republican white constituencies, bolted the party over the new tax laws.187 The 

Republicans’ hold on power in Texas had been tenuous from the beginning, as less than a 
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third of the Texas population was black.188 But even in Mississippi, a majority-black 

state, taxes still cost the Republicans dearly. John Lynch, a freedman who represented 

Mississippi in the U.S. House of Representatives, believed that the Reconstruction tax 

increases, though unavoidable, were so “unpopular that it came near losing the 

Legislature” for the Republicans in 1871.189  

Anger about taxation was mobilized in part through taxpayer associations, which 

appeared in some states as early as 1869 and across the South by 1871. Taxpayers’ 

“conventions,” “unions,” and “leagues” were active in Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, 

Mississippi, South Carolina, Tennessee, and Texas.190 Though the level of activity varied 

in these associations, they commonly held public meetings and state conventions, wrote 

memorials and resolutions, met with state leaders, and sometimes took suspect officials to 

court over purported corruption. In Texas, the Tax-Payers Convention organized an 

effective campaign of non-payment, which helped cripple the Reconstruction 

government’s effort to fund public schools; wrote reports that damaged the Republican 

administration in the eyes of Northerners and southern white Republicans; and 

contributed to backlash in the pivotal election of 1871.191 

These were, at least, the official activities of the taxpayers’ leagues. But they were 

not the only activities. Their more ominous role is hinted at in the proceedings of the 

South Carolina Tax-Payers Convention, where the Tax-Payers suggest that the local 

unions will exact “just punishment”192 of government officials they deem “robbers of the 

people.”193 While such rhetoric might be interpreted as merely a demand for appropriate 

legal sanction, there is good reason to read such claims in a more sinister manner, as 
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taxpayer organizations, in South Carolina and elsewhere, were interlinked with the 

violent resistance to Reconstruction. 

  

Taxpayer Leagues and Terrorism 

On March 9, 1871, a manifesto printed in a South Carolina newspaper, the 

Yorkville Enquirer, and signed with the initials “K.K.K.”, contained the following line: 

“We do intend that the intelligent, honest white people (the tax-payers) of this county 

shall rule it!” 194 In the campaign of terrorism to reinstate white supremacy, it was not 

uncommon for groups perpetrating Klan-style violence195 to present themselves as 

defenders of the taxpayer. One popular slogan had it: “Old men in the Tax Unions and 

young men in the Rifle Clubs.”196 Anti-tax organizations and paramilitary organizations 

were two prongs of the same campaign, and often two faces of the same organization.197  

Paramilitary groups used tax resistance to gain popularity in areas where there 

were substantial numbers of white Republicans. The Klan was able to find a foothold in 

Appalachia by preventing the collection of a federal tax on liquor, thereby taking up the 

region’s longstanding resistance to whiskey taxation. They became widely known for 

their attacks on revenue agents, killing twenty-five agents in less than two years.198 

Federal tax collectors, typically pro-union Republicans,199 were indeed intimidated; one 

revenue agent reported that “‘he dare not attempt to collect any taxes,’ for fear of being 

‘Ku-Kluxed.’”200  

Some men who were, by day, attending taxpayer conventions were terrorizing 

their neighbors after nightfall. During a Ku Klux trial in Raleigh, North Carolina, for 

instance, a Klansman testified that his plans to summon men in preparation for a raid the 
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following night were delayed because he had stopped to attend a local “tax-payer’s 

convention.” Conveniently, however, several of the other attendees were already 

discussing the planned raid at the convention that evening.201 The following night, as 

planned, the local Klan attacked a white Republican state representative, James M. 

Justice, who was dragged from his bed into the street, threatened with lynching, and 

beaten unconscious.  

In1874, a taxpayer association in Vicksburg, Mississippi, openly committed one 

of the most infamous massacres of the Reconstruction period. A freedman and U.S. army 

veteran named Peter Crosby served as the local sheriff and was responsible for the 

collection of taxes. On the date that taxes were due, five hundred members of the 

Vicksburg taxpayers’ league marched to the courthouse and demanded the resignation of 

all black officeholders. In response, Crosby rode to the governors’ mansion for 

assistance. With the support of the radical Republican governor, a small militia of black 

citizens assembled and attempted to reinstate Crosby at the courthouse. However, the 

white mob began to fire on them, killing between 75 and 300 black citizens in what 

became known as the Vicksburg Massacre. “Those that fell wounded were murdered,” 

reported Blanche Ames, the governor’s wife.202  

From the upcountry Klan attacks against federal revenue agents to the murderous 

taxpayer league in Vicksburg to the Martin W. Gary’s “Red Shirts” in South Carolina, the 

taxpayers’ associations were inseparable from campaigns of white supremacist terror. So 

consistent is the connection between anti-tax activism and racist political violence that 

the relationship can be quantified. The economist Trevon Logan has found that an 

additional dollar of per capita county taxes raised the chances that a black politician was 
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attacked by more than 25%.203 Violence against black politicians was highest in the 

counties where taxes had increased the most.  

 

Taxes as Distraction  

Despite their participation in political violence, the taxpayer leagues managed to maintain 

a certain respectability. Because they were not explicitly partisan, or explicitly whites-

only, participants could claim (however implausibly) that they were merely citizens 

oppressed by high taxation, rather than unrepentant Confederates contesting the Civil 

War by new means. Indeed, in a hearing regarding the Vicksburg Massacre, one member 

of the local taxpayers’ league insisted that “there was nothing political in it; colored men, 

if tax payers, could join.”204 (Supporters of Reconstruction protested in vain that the 

violence began with black suffrage in 1868, before the radical Reconstruction 

governments had even formed, much less collected any taxes.205) 

However thin the pretense, the taxpayers’ respectability was crucial, because the 

overthrow of Reconstruction governments required the tacit approval of Northerners. 

When former Confederates were too obvious in their efforts to return the old order to 

power, that could look like treason. But when Reconstruction’s opponents adopted a new 

rhetoric, clothing their hatred of the Reconstruction regimes in complaints about taxation, 

they found they could distract from, minimize, and even justify atrocities in Northern 

eyes.  

An early indication of the effectiveness of taxpayer rhetoric in the North occurred 

during the Ku Klux hearings held by Congress in 1871. In response to the wave of “Ku 

Kluxism” in 1870 and 1871, Congress passed new legislation, known as the Enforcement 
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Acts, which gave federal and military officials in the South new powers to protect civil 

rights. It was a major victory for the supporters of Reconstruction.  

During the fight over the legislation, Democrats in Congress, who opposed the 

bill, engaged in what would become a time-honored Washington tradition for 

representatives who wished to do nothing: they called for the formation of a committee. 

The maneuver failed to prevent the passage of the Enforcement Acts, but in the partisan 

wrangle, a Joint Special Committee was indeed formed in April 1871 to investigate Klan-

style violence.206 The Ku Klux hearings were held in Washington and in seven Southern 

states, resulting in twelve volumes of transcripts; the testimonies remain historians’ best 

source of first-hand accounts of the Klan during this period.  

But the hearings were not intended to inform historians, they were intended to 

sway the public. Democrats on the committee sought to downplay the violence and to 

discredit the Republican governments in the South. To achieve these ends, they adopted 

what would prove to be a very effective strategy: turning attention from terrorism to 

taxes. 

The first evidence of Democrats’ success was the decision, in May, to expand the 

committee’s purview from political violence to the fiscal state of the South. The resulting 

hearings include a striking amount of debate about tax policy. Democrats called southern 

conservatives to testify about the burden of taxation and the excessiveness of spending, 

and thus sought to portray the Klan’s violence as merely the unfortunate but 

understandable reaction of impoverished taxpayers to government malfeasance. 

Republicans were then obligated to present evidence to the contrary: that taxes, if high, 

were within reason, and were in any case only a pretext for the violence, not its root 
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cause. Taxes are mentioned literally thousands of times in the Ku Klux hearings, an 

average of once every three pages.  

The Tax-Payers Convention featured prominently in the hearings regarding South 

Carolina. In addition to testimonies from two of the convention leaders, James Chesnut 

and Matthew C. Butler, the entirety of the Tax-Payer Convention proceedings is included 

in the Joint Special Committee record—with careful notice given to the handful of 

Republican and “colored” members of the convention, as an indication of the 

convention’s nonpartisan nature. 

Having been identified as unbiased observers, the Tax-Payers took every 

opportunity to downplay the Klan violence in their state. Some South Carolina counties 

had seen literally hundreds of Klan attacks,207 but Chesnut assured Congress that disorder 

was “local and limited” and that “politics” was “not the basis” of any violence that 

occurred. He also read from the report on violence produced by the Tax-Payers 

convention, which asserted that “in by far the larger number of the counties of the State, 

not a single instance of such violence has been brought to their attention.”208  

When they were not denying the violence, the former Confederates defended it on 

fiscal grounds. Chesnut, Butler, and Wade Hampton all insisted to the Joint Special 

Committee that the disorder in South Carolina was a consequence of the fiscal crisis in 

the state—people were justifiably angry, they claimed, at the excessive taxation and 

spending.209 The Joint Special Committee also gave Wade Hampton an opportunity to 

reiterate his faulty 1868 statistics about the lack of taxpayers among the South Carolina 

legislature.210  
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Similar dynamics played out in hearings held in other states. Some moments in 

the record are beyond parody. Asked about the Klan, ardent Alabama secessionist 

Edmund Pettus asserted that “I have never known of any such organization myself,” 

before offering a lengthy diatribe on the evils of the tax on cotton.211 Pettus is today 

remembered primarily for the bridge named after him, the site of “Bloody Sunday,” 

where Alabama state troopers assaulted Martin Luther King’s nonviolent marchers, 

including John Lewis. But in his time, Pettus was the Grand Dragon of the Alabama 

Klan.212 

What is most startling about the hearings, however, is not that Southern opponents 

of Reconstruction would deny the political violence in their states and their own role in 

that violence. Nor is it that they would attempt to discredit the hated Reconstruction 

governments on tax policy; the states were, indeed, in dire fiscal straits. What stands out 

is how fully Northern conservatives on the committee treated fiscal issues as a reasonable 

excuse and even a justification for terrorism and murder. 

With notable regularity, Senator Blair of Missouri, a former Union general who 

had participated in Sherman’s famed March to the Sea, suggested in his questioning that 

the Klan violence should be seen as a natural consequence of frustration with fiscal 

mismanagement. “Do you attribute much of the dissatisfaction and discontent and the 

disturbances which have taken place in your section of the State to the fact that these 

excessive taxes are levied?” Blair asks, in a typical exchange.213 Blair also evinced what 

can only be described as an obsession with the idea that black people did not pay taxes, 

asking question after leading question on this subject. Occasionally, the witness would 

correct him. “The entire tax is paid by the white people; is it not?” Blair asked Finis H. 
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Little, a farmer and state senator representing Monroe County, Mississippi. “No sir,” the 

witness replied.214 

At the end of the investigation, Blair led the Democrats of the committee in 

issuing a report that must have thrilled the South Carolina Tax-Payers. Blair complained 

of a “non-tax paying junta” controlling the Reconstruction states,215 and insisted that poor 

white people, driven to desperation by confiscatory taxes, were “all, or nearly all, there is, 

or ever was, of Ku-Kluxism.” Reconstruction tax policy was, he argued, nothing more 

than a mechanism of racial domination: “True, indeed, is it that the best way to bring the 

white man down to the level of the negro is to tax him down.”216 

For some years after the war, Blair’s level of racist vitriol was out of step with 

most Northern opinion.217 In Pennsylvania in 1866, a campaign that adopted similarly 

racist tropes about overburdened white taxpayer failed to elect ardent white supremacist 

Hiester Clymer to the governorship. One Clymer campaign poster referred to the 

Freedman’s Bureau as “an agency to keep the Negro in Idleness at the Expense of the 

white man,” and claimed that in 1864 and 1865, it “cost the Tax-payers of the Nation at 

least Twenty Five Millions of Dollars.” The picture juxtaposed a white man chopping 

wood, who must work to “pay his taxes,” and a reclining freedman, whose features were 

as stereotyped as his accent: “Whar is de use for me to work as long as dey make dese 

appropriations,” he wonders.218 Though the appearance of this overtly racist “taxpayer” 

rhetoric in the North perhaps portended trouble to come, at least in 1866, it was 

unsuccessful. Clymer lost his election. 

By 1872, things had changed. Blair’s report on the fiscal situation of the South 

was recapitulated in newspapers and magazines across the North. The Nation disdained 
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Blair’s “rather low allusions to ‘ebony legislators’” but credulously accepted his analysis 

and conclusions. “In the single county of Kershaw, possessing a population of only 

11,000, there were 3,600 tax executions issued,” the Nation reported breathlessly.219 Blair 

had claimed this figure in his report, drawing on testimony from Gabriel Cannon, yet 

another member of the South Carolina Tax-Payers’ Convention. Cannon had, on further 

questioning, admitted that the tax sales had never occurred—but Blair elided that point in 

his report, and the Nation accepted Blair’s misleading version of the facts.220 But the real 

victory was not in the details, it was in the much broader misdirection away from the 

activity of the Klan. Fiscal concerns could, by this time, effectively distract Northerners 

from the wave of violence that was undermining the democratically elected governments 

of the South. 

Perhaps the most influential critic of Reconstruction fiscal policy was James Pike, 

a Maine abolitionist who had once been an ardent Radical. In articles for the New York 

Tribune and eventually an influential book The Prostrate State, Pike declared 

Reconstruction a fiscal failure and justified the political violence as the reasonable 

response of oppressed taxpayers. In a March 1872 article, Pike wrote:  

The condition of things now existing in South Carolina would not be borne a 

month in any Northern State without a tax-payers’ league being organized to 

resist the payment of all taxes imposed for fraudulent purposes and without the 

swift establishment of a court of lynch law.221 

 

For years to come, Pike’s book—which drew heavily on the South Carolina Tax-Payers’ 

Convention reports—became a catch-all excuse for conservatives wishing to ignore or 

justify anti-democratic violence in the South.  
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In 1876, the Hamburg Massacre (in which South Carolina Tax-Payer Matthew C. 

Butler directed the murder of black militiamen) provoked outrage in the North. South 

Carolina Congressman Robert Smalls, who famously emancipated himself and his family 

during the Civil War by commandeering a Confederate military transport and sailing it to 

Union lines, responded to the news of the massacre by attempting to ensure that federal 

military would remain in South Carolina to support the elected government. Democrat 

“Sunset” Cox of New York, seeking to derail Smalls’s proposal, rose and cited Pike’s 

book on state debts and land commission frauds; the “scoundrelism of the State 

government,” he argued, was such that it did not warrant a federal defense. 

“Have you the book there of the city of New York?” Smalls responded, provoking 

laughter. Smalls’s point was that New York was as much a byword for government 

corruption as South Carolina, but New York officials did not face public execution by 

vigilantes, and if they did, no one would consider their murder justified by the tax rates. 

But rather than encouraging humility in Northern assessments of Reconstruction, 

local corruption was seen as further evidence that non-taxpaying voters undermined good 

government. As early as 1871, many elites, including Republicans, were coming to 

question whether universal suffrage even in the North was too much of a danger to the 

poor beleaguered taxpayers.  

 

“Redemption in the North” 

In July 1871, The Nation magazine ran an editorial on the proceedings of the South 

Carolina Taxpayers Convention. Though the magazine was founded by abolitionists, the 

article’s tone is strikingly sympathetic. “The Convention was a most respectable body 
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and represented almost the whole of the taxpaying portion of the population,” the very 

people who “it is conceded on all hands… must eventually purify Southern politics, if 

they can be purified.” 

The Nation was not exceptional among Northern outlets in its portrayal of the 

Tax-Payers’ Convention. The convention was widely and positively covered in northern 

newspapers; the Associated Press delivered the Tax-Payers’ memorial to Congress to 

newspapers, which frequently presented it as front page news.222 So well-known was the 

convention that one Pennsylvania congressman described the Tax-Payers’ protest as “a 

matter of public notoriety.”223   

The South Carolina Tax-payers “will have the hearty sympathy of the best 

Northerners,”224 the Nation concluded, “as long as they show a determination to accept 

the fact that the people of the South now means the whole population of it.” Even a 

cursory examination of the convention proceedings would make clear that the South 

Carolina Tax-Payers did not, in fact, accept “the whole population” as the rightful base of 

Southern politics. But neither did The Nation’s editors think every man should vote. 

Merely two months after their positive review of the South Carolina Tax-Payers 

Convention, The Nation would consider the “vast horde” of immigrants to New York and 

conclude that democratic city government was a “ridiculous anachronism.”225   

In formulating the issue of corruption as biproduct of the political power of the 

poor, the Tax-Payers’ rhetoric resonated with Northerners concerns at home. After a few 

jabs about the Tax-payers’ “childish” insistence on glorifying the Confederacy, The 

Nation devoted the rest of the story on what it took to be the most important aspect of the 

Taxpayers’ Convention: the “resemblance” between the Convention’s report of 
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corruption in South Carolina and those “financial exhibits which municipal reformers 

occasionally lay before the public in this city [New York].”  

Corruption seemed endemic in many municipal governments,226  and scandals 

plagued the federal government as well. Soon after The Nation went to press, New 

York’s “Tweed Ring” scandals would reach their peak, with regular news reports about 

the rampant embezzlement of public funds, most famously in the remodeling of the City 

Hall. It was in this context that the Redeemers’ “taxpayer” rhetoric was received in the 

Northern states.   

But corruption alone does not explain the receptiveness of Northern media outlets 

to Southern tax complaints. Spurred by the spectre of working-class political power 

represented by the 1871 Paris Commune, the flood of European immigrants bringing 

class consciousness to the cities, and the growing organization of labor at home, 

economic elites came to see themselves as a victimized minority under attack.227 As 

wealth consolidated during the Gilded Age, the North experienced an anti-tax and anti-

democratic turn so pronounced that the historian of American suffrage Alex Keyssar 

describes the period as “Redemption in the North.”228  Even before the Southern states 

codified their Jim Crow laws featuring poll taxes and budget and tax limitations, wealthy 

Northerners were working to roll back universal male suffrage and put “taxpayers” in 

charge of city governments. As the historian Sven Beckert has argued, “critiques of 

Reconstruction and of Northern politics fed into one another.”229 

Even during the Civil War, opposition to taxation existed in the North,230 but for 

most, tax resistance in a time of war seemed unpatriotic and defeatist. Once the war was 

won, however, business leaders of the Gilded Age quickly organized to oppose federal 
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taxation, and especially the income tax. Prominent businessmen formed the Anti-Income 

Tax Association, lawyers were assembled to challenge the law’s constitutionality, and 

local business groups from across the country sent petitions to Congress calling for 

repeal. Success came quickly; the Civil War-era income tax was repealed in 1872.231  

Heartened by this victory, business elites moved to regain control of taxation in 

the cities by reducing the voting power of working people. In 1875, for instance, the 

Democratic Governor of New York (and soon-to-be presidential candidate) Samuel 

Tilden, who cut state taxes in half,232 and who would soon be tried for wartime income 

tax evasion,233 organized a commission of business leaders to address the city’s 

corruption. Two years later, the commission did not recommend civil service reform, or 

transparency in accounting, or any other common good-governance proposal. Instead, 

they boldly called for “the excesses of democracy to be corrected”234 and proposed a 

constitutional amendment that would require fiscal policies be determined exclusively by 

people of adequate means. It was a call for an end to universal male suffrage, which had 

existed in New York since 1821.  

The proposed state constitutional amendment would have made city borrowing 

unconstitutional in all but the most extreme circumstances, and would have put all 

decisions concerning municipal taxation, spending, and debt in the hands of a “Board of 

Finance,” elected by those who “paid an annual tax on property owned by them” assessed 

at $500 or more, or a yearly rent of at least $250 (this latter figure represented 

approximately half the annual salary of a skilled worker).235 The amendment would have 

disenfranchised between one and two thirds of eligible voters. A“New York Taxpayers’ 

Association” soon began organizing in support of the amendment; their meetings were, as 
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the New York Times put it, “a notable demonstration of the solid wealth and respectability 

of the Metropolis.”236 

It takes a certain degree of audacity to argue that men of property were the proper 

custodians of government just as the term “robber baron” was entering the national 

lexicon as an epithet for corrupt American capitalists.237 While Boss Tweed certainly 

maintained his power in New York City through patronage to immigrant and poor voters, 

other scandals of the era featured Wall Street financiers manipulating the Treasury 

Department to corner the gold market and corruption at the New York Custom House that 

tarnished the reputation of a former president of the New York Chamber of Commerce. 

And yet Jay Gould, one of the financiers at the center of the Gold Ring scandal, would 

argue that, rather than be afraid of “capital,” the danger was “large masses of uneducated, 

ignorant people.”238 

Against this social backdrop, it is less surprising that the South Carolina Tax-

Payers found such a receptive audience in New York newspapers. One prominent lawyer, 

George Templeton Strong, wrote in his diary in 1874 that the South had a “niggerocracy” 

and New York City a “Celtocracy.”239 As the Southern planter class had for generations, 

New York’s wealthy in the Gilded Age came to see themselves increasingly as a separate 

class.240  

The anti-tax, anti-democratic attitudes in New York’s business leaders were 

shared by elites in other major cities. Francis Parkman, the prominent Boston historian, 

wrote an article in 1878 entitled, “The Failure of Universal Suffrage.”241 In the cities, the 

“dangerous” effect of “flinging the suffrage to the mob,” Parkman argued, was that the 

“industrious are taxed to feed the idle.” Rather than civic institutions beholden to the 
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public, Parkman reimagined cities as a business entity: “great municipal corporations, the 

property of those who hold in stock in them.”242 Taxpayers, in Parkman’s view, owned 

the government just like stockholders own a company; the “theory of inalienable rights” 

is an “outrage to justice and common-sense.”243 

The taxpayer-suffrage constitutional amendment failed in New York, but the 

Redemption period saw many new taxpaying requirements put in place outside the 

Confederacy. Tax standards for suffrage passed in some upstate New York towns, as well 

as in municipalities in Maryland, Vermont, and Kentucky. Rhode Island and 

Pennsylvania, which still had tax standards for suffrage, held onto those requirements 

into the 20th Century. Other states seriously considered imposing new taxpaying 

requirements in this era.244 In Eric Foner’s estimation, the northern states during the 

Reconstruction period “actually abridged the right to vote more extensively than the 

southern.”245 

Even the 15th Amendment, passed less than a decade earlier, was subject to 

renewed criticism. While the South Carolina Tax Payers Convention’s petition to 

Congress was denied, two members of the House Judiciary committee, Jasper D. Ward 

(R-IL) and Clarkson N. Potter (D-NY), submitted their own accompanying letter, 

suggesting that if “the condition of things in the South be owing to the late constitutional 

amendment forbidding any restriction in suffrage on account of race or color, it may be… 

found that some further amendments looking to educational or other qualifications for 

Federal suffrage are necessary.”246 In the wake of such criticism, some Northern leaders 

were willing to reconsider universal suffrage, using new qualifications, like education, 
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that would disenfranchise not only many southern black people, but some of the northern 

working class. 

Against this anti-democratic reaction, Northern workers were better positioned to 

defend their voting rights than their Southern peers. Though southern black workers had 

already started organizing by the late 1860s,247 Northern workers were more experienced 

in political participation, and their newspapers and associations were more firmly 

established.248 Moreover, Northern elites could play upon ethnic divisions and anti-

Catholic sentiment, but not the racial chasm that divided the working South. Most 

critically, there was in the North no equivalent wave of extralegal violence to prevent 

workers from voting.  

There was, however, an essential similarity of the concerns expressed by the 

wealthy of the North and South. Where Reconstruction seemed an attack on private 

property, Northern capitalists were horrified,249 and when Redeemers framed their work 

as a defense of property, Northern leaders were disposed to agree that democracy had 

gone too far. At the heart of this fight between democracy and property was taxation. 

Taxes were and would remain, the historian Sven Beckert concludes, “a code word for 

concerns about the political power of the propertyless.”250 

 

Conclusion 

After the overthrow of his government in South Carolina, Daniel Chamberlain moved to 

New York and became a successful corporate lawyer. He did not, in later life, reconsider 

the wisdom of his failed attempt to woo white Democrats with tax and spending cuts. 

Instead, he came to adopt the racist view, held by most whites in the late 19th Century, 
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that the failure of Reconstruction was inevitable consequence of the unreadiness or 

incapacity of black men for self-governance.  

“A modicum of mental and moral character” was required for good government, 

Chamberlain wrote the Atlantic in 1901, and that character could not be found in “the 

mass of 78,000 colored voters in South Carolina.” Even “tolerable administration” could 

not be had “from such an aggregation of ignorance and inexperience and incapacity.”251 

A quarter century after Wade Hampton had overthrown the government Chamberlain led, 

Chamberlain lauded Hampton as a “natural leader” and the violence of his seizure of 

power as an inevitable consequence of national Reconstruction policy.252 

Chamberlain’s one-time allies, the black and white Republicans of South 

Carolina, were left to fend for themselves. In a bid to further tarnish the reputation of 

Reconstruction, and as a bargaining chip to secure the release of white men charged 

federally with Ku Klux violence, Governor Wade Hampton trumped up false corruption 

charges against leading black Republicans, including state treasurer Francis Cardozo and 

the Union hero, Congressman Robert Smalls. Cardozo would spend months in prison 

before being pardoned and released.  

Apart from show trials to punish and politically debilitate their enemies, the 

Redeemers quickly lost interest in serious investigations of corruption once white rule 

had been restored.253 But for nearly a century thereafter, the Redeemers’ fiscal critiques 

would form the cornerstone of Reconstruction histories. Historians, most famously those 

associated with William Archibald Dunning at Columbia University, repeated the canards 

about non-taxpaying black legislators abusing the public trust and driving hardworking 

white taxpayers to ruin.254  
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As contemporary historian Heather Cox Richardson explains, Reconstruction’s 

opponents “laid out the argument that has dogged American politics ever since: that 

government activism means special help for black people paid for by hardworking white 

taxpayers.”255 The success of this strategy helped undermine the most radically 

egalitarian experiment in government the United States had ever seen and provided a 

rhetorical roadmap that conservatives have followed for generations since. 
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